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The Identities Institute of Brasil (ID_BR) is a pioneering Civil Society Organization in Brazil
that is 100% committed to promoting the acceleration of racial equality. With the Yes to
Racial Equality Campaign we develop a variety of actions to raise awareness and engage
organizations and society in general. We aim to reduce racial inequities in the labor market,
in line with the objectives outlined in goal number 10 of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals for 2030.

Employability
Ofﬁcial seal and actions throughout the year with the objective
of orienting and connecting companies with professionals and
others from the black, brown and marginalized populations.

OUR
PILLARS

EDUCATION
Triangulation among educational institutions, NGOs,
social enterprises, schools and universities with the
objective of expanding educational opportunities for
young people of color in the margins.

EVENTS AND CAMPAIGNS
Forum - Dinner - Race
The White Privilege Game Campaign
Racial Equality is Everyone’s Issue Campaign
Donate with Paypal / Recurrent - Licensing

YES TO RACIAL EQUALITY

The Yes to Racial Equality Campaign of 2019 was the largest free-of-cost networking
event for black professionals in Latin America. On August 8th, the Forum welcomed nearly
2,000 people to the Latin America Memorial in São Paulo for the event which encompassed
10 hours of excitement, learning and networking.
The event was open to pre-selected participants free of charge, and included debate
panels as well as sharing sessions, or Oracles, for speakers to inspire others by describing
their own experiences and knowledge gained along the way.

OUR NUMBERS*

5,000 Signed up!
Sign-ups from 24 states - the majority from
São Paulo, followed by Rio de Janeiro,
Minas Gerais and Bahia.

70%

65%

Of those who registered
were black women

Of those who registered
completed high school

Majority age range:
20-39 years old

The Yes to Racial Equality Forum 2019 generated approximately
100 jobs either directly or indirectly as a result of the event.

OUR NUMBERS*

96%

of responders approved of the event.

93%

approved of the location of the event at the Latin
America Memorial.

96%

of responders agree that the communications and
information available on the website were effective.

*Data obtained via satisfaction survey sent to Forum participants.

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:

The Identities Institute of Brasil (ID_BR) prizes intersectionality, and as
such the Forum was an event that welcomed people of all races,
ethnicities, age groups, sexual orientations, gender identities and
intellectual and physical abilities. All of these proﬁles were taken into
consideration and were of utmost relevance in the selection of our
panelists and of the topics discussed.
Regarding the Latin America Memorial, we made it a priority to select a
venue with adequate accessibility for those with different or limited
mobility. We also made sure to have sign-language translation for all
events on the main stage at the Forum.

EVENT

PANEL: FINANCIAL EDUCATION | Participants

Maira Machado

Jackeline Busnello Vaz

Bia Santos

Manager of Inclusions and
Entrepreneurship at Itaú Bank,
coordinated projects such as
Bike Itaú, Conscious Spending,
Law and Development and the
Apprenticeship Program.

Manager of Diversity and
Inclusion at Bradesco Bank.
Represents Bradesco on the
Subcommittee of Diversity and
Inclusion at the Brazilian
Federation of Banks (Febraban).

CEO of Barkus Educacional, a
social impact business focused
on inclusion and ﬁnancial
education.

Karine Bueno
Head of Sustainability at
Santander Bank. Experienced in
integration social and
environmental practices in
business.

EVENT

Objective: Demystify ﬁnancial education, presenting it as a set of habits and behaviors also available to the
balck population.
Content Discussed: Initiatives that banks have started to combat the lack of ﬁnancial literacy faced by their
clientele, highlighting the use and abuse of credit and technology. Also: Growth projections via credit for black
entrepreneurs and the topic of racism at the workplace within Brazilian banking institutions.

EVENT

Konrad Dantas, better known by his artistic
name KondZilla, is a producer, empresario,
public speaker, creative director and director
of Brazilian arts. He is the founder of the
KondZilla video production company,
credited, in large part, for the success of the
São Paulo funk music scene. He currently
runs the largest YouTube channel in Brazil
and Latin America, which is the second
largest music channel in the world, with
nearly 50 million subscribers.

ORACLE KONDZILLA
At the forum, KondZilla related his personal and career
trajectory, highlighting the moments when he needed to break
down internal barriers that were telling him he’d never realize
his dreams. He saw A/V as the best area for him to innovate,
promoting Brazilian funk videos on YouTube gained him a
following of 24% of the Brazilian population.

EVENT

“Favela Funk moves the economy.”
Kond

EVENT

PANEL: RACE AND THE LABOR MARKET | Participants

Luana Génot

Eduardo Santos

Daniela Falcão

Executive Director of ID_BR,
master of Ethno-Racial
relations from CEFET-RJ and
author of the book Yes to
Racial Equality: Race and the
Labor Market

CEO of Education First Brazil,
active in the technology ﬁeld for
over 10 years.

General Director of Condé Nast
Global Editions (Vogue, Casa
Vogue, GQ and Glamour). Since
2013, Daniela has made the
Busiiness of Fashion list of 500
most important names in global
fashion.

Hamilton Amadeo
CEO of Aegea Saneamento,
which has one of the largest
racial equality programs in
Brazil.

EVENT

Objective: Consider the posture of companies with regards to ascension of black employees to leadership
positions.
Content Discussed: Diversity and Inclusion in relation to racial equality; changes of scene in the workplace
environment; effective actions.

EVENT

Following the Yes to Racial Equality, Race
and the Labor Market Panel, the ﬂoor was
opened to Ludmila Reis, researcher at the
Public Ministry of Labor. She afﬁrmed that,
“the objective of the ministry of labor is to
make a pact in favor of racial inclusion in the
labor market, and this pact includes a
number of general guidelines. Guidelines of
raising awareness; guidelines of training and
education; guidelines for effective hiring
procedures”. She also explained that
previously there were no metrics of analysis
and that today they are able to monitor 55
companies, mainly using these guidelines.

EVENT

PANEL: ENTREPRENEURSHIP OR THE CORPORATE WORLD | Participants

Camila Farani

Silvia Nascimento

Business owner and “shark” on
the TV program Shark Tank
Brasil. Entrepreneur since 2001,
attorney, post-grad in
Marketing with specialization
in Entrepreneurship and
Innovation from Stanford and
MIT.

Journalist and Content Director
of website Mundo Negro, the ﬁrst
digital platform with content
speciﬁcally geared toward black
Brazilians. Digital curator and
producer of specialized content
addressing questions of
ethnicity and race.

Roberta Anchieta
Superintendent of Itaú Bank.
Graduate of Applied and
Computational Mathematics
from UNICAMP, BEM in ﬁnance
from INSP and master in
Applied Mathematics, Finance
from USP.

EVENTO

Objective: shed light on the diverting path between entrepreneurship and the corporate world.
Content Discussed: reﬂections regarding the question of following a corporate path versus venturing out on your
own, the existence of proﬁles and racism obstacles found along both pathways.

“Trampa Comigo?” (“Work With Me?”) was
born out of the necessity to provide a real
meeting point within the Forum between the
participants and the job market. It is an
initiative of the Identities Institute of Brazil in
partnership with 99jobs. Each company had
approximately 90 seconds on the main stage
to speak about their programs related to
education and diversity, and to talk about
racial inclusions at their companies, in
addition to sharing job openings, which
participants could apply for.
Participating companies: AEGEA, AREZZO,
B3, BRASKEC, CIELO, EF, FARM, FDC, GPA,
ITAÚ, MOVILE, PHILIPS, PURATOS,
SANTANDER, TELEFÔNICA VIVO.

1333 REGISTERED FOR THE ACTION

816 PARTIPATED

EMPLOYABILITY

EMPLOYABILITY

EMPLOYABILITY

EVENT

Speech therapist holding a degree from the
Methodist University of São Paulo, she began to
lose her vision during her third year at university.
She currently works as s strategists at Serasa
Experian. She conquers life’s challenges with the
help of the paws and eyes of her beautiful service
Labrador, Elis. She has been visually impaired for
15 years, having the assistance of the guide dog
for the last 5. Elis is her second guide dog.

ORACLE DINACLEIA
At the Forum, Dinacleia shared her personal stories,
highlighting the moments in her life when she faced bullying
and was affected by ﬁnancial constraints. During her
presentation, she elucidated what it means to include the
visually impaired, giving examples of what that looks like at
Serasa.

EVENT

“If you want to go quickly, go alone. If
you want to go far, go together”
Dinacleia

Head chef at Na Minha Casa, judge on the GNT TV
Network’s Cooks in Action, empresario and
gastronomic consultant. He was a head cook for the
Brazilian Marines, worked with big names in the
industry such as Alain Ducasse, Flavie Quaresma and
David Jobert. He was lead chef in one of the kitchens of
the Spanish Confederation at the 2016 Olympics in Rio,
receiving the recognition of kitchen standard bearer. He
was executive chef of the restaurant Fazenda Culinária
at the Musuem of Tomorrow in Rio. He was awarded
the “Chef Revelation Prize” by Infood de Gastronomia in
2017. He is the creator of the social project “Diamantes
na Cozinha” (“Diamonds in the Kitchen”).

ORÁCULO JOÃO DIAMANTE
João told the story of his family and of how he did not
succumb to the negative forces around him by participating in
a variety of social projects from a very young age. He also
spoke about his professional trajectory, beginning to work as
an adolescent, moving on to the Marines, his study of
gastronomy in Brazil and in France.

EVENT

EVENT

“We’ve made it to where they all thought we never would.”
João Diamante

EVENT

PANEL: CONTEMPLATING AND CHANGING BRAZILIAN POLITICS | Participants

Renata Machado

Samuel Emílio

Raull Santiago

Journalist, producer,
screenwriter, poet and
cofounder of Rádio Yandê, the
ﬁrst indigenous ethnomedia
company and web radio station
in Brazil. She works on and
does research into
communications related to
ethnomedia, decolonization of
the modes of communication,
strengthening of indigenous
narratives on TV and in movies,
literature and music.

Studies Materials Engineering at
UNESP. Recipient of ID_BR grant.
Participated in ProLíder.
Cofounder of platform Engaja
Negritude with Educafro.
National Coordinator of
Movimento Acredito and
member of the Fernand Braudel
Institute of Global Economics.

Social entrepreneur, public
speaker, contributor to the Papo
Reto collective, Movimentos
collective and assembly member
of Amnesty International of
Brazil.

Tom Mendes
Gerenal Manager of the
Instituto Identidades do Brasil
(ID_BR) and founder of Zepelim
Business Consulting. Member
of the Nuvem Negra collective,
graduate of Business
Administrator at PUC-Rio,
post-grad in Project
Management from USP and
student in the Business
Leadership program at the
Dom Cabral Foundation.

EVENT

Objective: To rethink the way in which black citizens participate in politics.
Content Discussed: Reﬂections about our understanding of where we are and where we are going politically.
How do we develop a mode of thinking that is more participative in politics?

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

Product of the partnership between ID_BR and EF (Education First),
OPEN The World was developed in order to accelerate racial equality in
the labor market via teaching and learning of the English language. The
principal objective is to positively impact the lives of young black
professionals by opening up possibilities of inclusion, ascension and
career development for these professionals in the job market.

EDUCATION

The program was ofﬁcially launched at the Yes to Racial Equality
Forum, 2019 with the announcement of 50 approved grant recipients.

EDUCATION

It was a privilege to participate in the largest Racial
Equality Forum that took place this year. Many lessons,
super inspiring stories and networking, along with the
Open The World which is a fantastic initiative that will
elevate my career to new heights with the scholarship to
study English. Felipe Lima, recipient of Open The World
scholarship.

“The opportunity of Open The World,
for me, was the high point of the
event. I kept replaying in my mind the
application process, each step and the
responsibility that comes with being
selected. I kept thinking about the

The job market is always more and more demanding, and

2,000 applications that resulted in

we, as black people, need to be prepared to carve out our

only 50 acceptances--and I was there,

niche, which is why a second language can become a

on stage with my fellow scholarship

foot in the door for staking out a permanent place and

recipients who also have their own

allowing evolution both professionally and personally.

poignant stories of how they came to

Caroline G. Salomão, recipient of Open The World

be on stage that day. Luciana

scholarship.

Rodrigues Thiago dos Reis, recipient
of Open The World scholarship.

EDUCATION

IMPORTANT DATA POINTS
The Open The World program was a success, receiving more than 2000 applications from all over Brazil in just one week.
The majority of interest came from São Paulo (42.25%), Rio de Janeiro (28.6%), Bahia (6.6%), Minas Gerais (6.6%), Rio
Grande do Sul (2.35%) and Pernambuco (2.2%).

Proﬁle of the participants:
70,4%

of applicants were women

89%

identify as black
(9.8% as pardo or mixed race)

77,3%

50%

were between 21 and 25 years of age

have university degrees
(of which 43.94% have post-grad degrees or are pursuing them)

Job Market:
35%

are contracted employees

13,2%

are autonomous workers

11,8%

are interns

1%

are trainees

32,7%

are job seekers

EDUCATION

RACISM
A professional proﬁle survey given to participants of the program reveals that 67.8% experienced racism in the academic
environment. The same survey suggests that that number rises to 77.2% when asked about experiencing racism in the
workplace or in the job market. The following are the most frequent types reported:

58,2%

Jokes related to skin color or hair

37,9%

Lack of promotions even after proving oneself

35,9%

Silencing of contributions or projects

28,4%

Evaluation of my work

12,4%

Discrimination on the basis of gender/
sexual orientation/disability/religion

*Important to note that
a person can
experience and report
multiple
discriminations, which
directly impact the
results of the survey,
meaning totals
surpass 100%.

EVENT

Gabriela studied Scenic Arts at Arts House of
Laranjeiras (CAL). She has faced various
obstacles, be they on account of her gender
transition or her skin color, she never gave up
on working towards her dreams, ever marching
onward and breaking down barriers along the
way. At 24, Gabriela became the ﬁrst trans
actress to portray a trans woman on Malhação,
a teenage TV series on Globo network.

ORACLE GABRIELA LORAN
Gabriela spoke about the phase in her life when she could
only ﬁnd liberty in the bathroom, where she could be who she
wanted to be. She also touched on trans representation,
theater and its lessons, the pain of prejudice and statistics.
She also shared details of her professional experiences.

EVENT

“Difference brings
more to the table.”
Gabriela Loran

EVENT

PANEL TECHNOLOGY AND INCLUSION | Participants

Dênis Caldeira

Sil Bahia

Vitorí

Business Director for Small
Business for Latin America on
Facebook and has over 22
years of professional
technology experience. Had
long journey in companies like
Telefonica, Vivo and Google.

Director of Programs at Olabi,
she heads the PretaLab initiative
focused on bringing black and
indigenous women into the
technology ﬁeld. She researches
the Politics and Economics of
Information and Communication
at UFRJ and holds a master in
Culture and Territorialities from
UFF.

Current students of Data Science
and graduate of Digital
Marketing at Vale do Silício
University. She works in
business innovations and is
involved in projects at Google,
UNICEF and Sfernet. She aims to
use technology to promote racial
equality.

Mário Kaphan
Founder of VAGAS Technology.
In 1984 he founded Humana
Informatics, a company that
stood out as a leader in the
Brazilian communications and
data software market. 15 years
later, he founded VAGAS, which
is an industry leader in today’s
Brazilian market.

EVENT

Objective: To reﬂect on ways in which technology can be a tool of inclusion that guarantees racial diversity in
the workplace of the future.
Content Discussed: Challenges faced in making getting technology to serve this purpose in the corporate world.
Reﬂections on how more diversity in the technology ﬁeld would result in an improvement in the products
released to the public.

EVENT

PANEL: A/V Anti-Racist Narratives | Participants

Maria Angela de Jesus

Elísio Lopes Jr.

Juliana Alves

International Original Content
Director at Netﬂix Brazil. She
was director of the production
department for HBO and
collaborator in the Mostra
Internacional de Cinema in São
Paulo.

Dramatist, theater director,
producer, writer and screenwriter
at TV Globo. Elísio has written
and directed a wide variety of
renowned shows and musicals.

In 2008, Juliana received the
prize in the category of best
breakout actress for her role as
Gislaine in the drama Duas
Caras. In 2016 she played Dora
in the series Sol Nascente on
Globo Network and she will
appear in the Toni Venturi ﬁlm A
Comédia Divina, set to debut in
September of this year.

Maria Gal
Gal has acted in productions
such as A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and O cravo e a Rosa.
Currently, she plays Gleyce
Soares in the TV drama, As
Aventuras de Poliana on SBT.
She ahs also appeared in
series on Globo, Netﬂix and in
feature ﬁlms.

EVENT

Objective: Think about for whom and by whom A/V productions are being made.
Content discussed: Changes in the ﬁlm/TV scene, ways to increase representation and consumption of
productions that wrestle with questions of race and gender.

Digital inﬂuencer and graduate in theater and TV
from Wolf Maya acting academy, he got his start in
comedy in 2016 alongside humorist Fábio Rabin.
Since then, he’s gone on tour in Brazil and made
appearances on TV. He was a semiﬁnalist in the
competition on the TV program Domingão do
Faustão, winner of the Yes to Racial Equality prize in
2019 in the category of Representivity in new media,
and has millions of views of his videos on his fan
page. Also known for his character Michelzinho de
Oxóssi. Currently, he can be seen on Comedy Central
and Multishow. Yuri’s brand is critical humor, which
includes commentary on race, religious intolerance
and homophobia in his stand-up comedy acts.

ORACLE YURI MARÇAL
Yuri spoke about his experiences in stand-up and his
pioneering political and anti-racist jokes from the perspective
of a black person; also spoke to the construction of the black
space and about black money.

EVENT

EVENT

“We need to build our own spaces.”
Yuri Marçal

EVENT

PARAISÓPOLIS BALLET

EVENT

The Ballet
Founded in 2012, the Paraisópolis Ballet aims to transform the lives of families that live
in the second largest favela in São Paulo, offering free dance classes to children and
adolescents from the region, providing them direct contact with art, education and
culture. Created by a team of renowned teachers in the area of dance, the social project is
currently serving a total of 200 students, with a waiting list of 2000.

EVENT

AUTOGRAPH SESSION - WITH LUANA GÉNOT

EVENT

The book
Racial inequality is a reality in the job market in Brazil. The importance of speaking about
the issue and looking for ways to address the problems within workplace environments
inspired Executive Director of the Identities Institute of Brazil (ID_BR), Luana Génot, to
launch her ﬁrst book, Yes to Racial Equality - Race and the job market, published by
Pallas Editora. The book is the outgrowth of Génots masters dissertation in Ethno-racial
Relations. The book joins 16 testimonies from people of different proﬁles, from CEOs of
companies to trainees, actors and journalists, in addition to the commentaries from
Génot and Génot’s parents about the question of inequality in the workplace.

EVENT

Saint-Gobain

Bayer

Education First

Itaú

BUSINESS FAIR

Corteva

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Bradesco

Aegea

EVENT

The fair
Sponsoring companies of the Yes to Racial Equality Forum 2019 set of booths in the
Latin America Memorial to speak about their internal policies, present their proposals
and opportunities for forum participants. The booths were well attended and received
visitors all throughout the duration of the Forum. The fair was a huge success!

EVENT

MUSIC - BEACH HAPPY HOUR - NETWORKING

EVENT

Networking
In order to recharge attendees’ batteries and encourage networking, we had two social
events. The ﬁrst took place in the afternoon, between panel sessions, when participants
were able to enjoy Monique Brito’s pocket show while exchange contact information with
other attendees and with representatives from the sponsoring companies.
The second event was the grand ﬁnale happy hour, sponsored by Praya beer company,
which provided a lovely atmosphere, ice cold beer, good music and another opportunity to
do a bit of networking.

EVENT

FOOD TRUCK

EVENT

Food Park
The Forum invited four food trucks to create our very own al fresco food hall, with
accessible pricing to satisfy the food and drink needs of the participants during the 10 hour
event. In addition, each attendee received a snack kit at check-in.

EVENT

KIDS PLAY SPACE

EVENT

Kids space
Recognizing the importance of including professionals with children in the activities of the
Forum, the Kids Space offered activities for children ages 4-10 so that their parents and
guardians could get the most out of the event while their kids played under the supervision
of the Piraporiando team, who guaranteed tons of fun through play and storytime.

EMPLOYABILITY

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE SURVEY
We conducted a professional proﬁle survey of the
Forum participants. Among the respondents, 84%
self-identiﬁed as black and 15% as mixed race
(pardo/a). 70% of respondents were women.
31% of those surveyed indicated that they would
like to remain in the ﬁeld that corresponded to their
area of study/graduation. The areas of
administration, communications and law appeared
as the most sought after careers, according to the
survey.

*Photo of Marina Cabral, who landed an excellent position as a result
of the Yes to Racial Equality Forum, 2019.

EMPLOYABILITY

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE SURVEY - Racism

Regarding their experience with racism, 71% responded that they experienced racism in the workplace.
The data below indicate the principal types of situations reported by respondents:

30%

Jokes related to
skin color or hair

11%

Silencing of ideas
of projects

Lack of promotions despite
proven technical ability

Evaluation of work

5%

Discrimination on the basis of gender/
sexual orientation/disability/religion

8%

16%

EMPLOYABILITY

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE SURVEY - Career Challenges

The main difﬁculties indicated are: the lack of
opportunities to develop as a professional (30%),
followed by lack of ﬂuency in a second language
(17%) and disconnect between sense of purpose and
professional career (13%), but, in response to having
a dream of a more promising professional future and

hopes of continuing in my area and occupying
leadership positions in my company, 24% responded
afﬁrmatively. Opportunity is key. The essence is
already there within the company, but it’s necessary
to look at it with intention in order to develop black
leadership that’s already there.

*Many employees believe that they can attain leadership positions; the
companies can and should be proactive in ensuring equal opportunities.

EMPLOYABILITY

GUIDE TO BEST PRACTICES

The guide was launched during the
Forum to enumerate actions that
companies can take to promote racial
equality, including 5 ﬁrst steps.

EMPLOYABILITY

The guide is a platform that
companies can join to inspire other
companies and provides a space for
black professionals to make contact
and engage with questions of race in
hopes of making a healthier, more
equitable workplace.

Ethno-racial practices developed by companies in reference
to how committed to and engaged they are with promoting
racial equality by means of corporate change, highlighting
impacts and measurable effects.
100%
100%
85%
71%

75%
58%

50%

28%
25%

0%
Workshops - trainings
Ethno-racial census
to raise awareness focused on race, gender,
about racial equality.
position and salary.

Presence of CEO
at external events
related to the
topic of race.

Designated position
dedicated to dealing
with the topic of race
within the company.

Black hiring targets

EMPLOYABILITY

EMPLOYABILITY

YES TO RACIAL EQUALITY SEAL

With the development of personalized afﬁrmative actions, the Yes to
Racial Equality Seal is a tool to promote changes in corporate culture,
by increasing awareness, sensitivity and engagement among
company leaders, which impacts brand value. The promotion of
racial equality adds value to companies, their employees and all
stakeholders.
The Guide is a conduit and the Seal is a tool of implementation of
changes in the categories of commitment, engagement and
inﬂuence.

In adhering to the Yes to Racial Equality Seal, we elaborate, in
conjunction with the company, an action plan vis à vis management
and culture of the organization.

EVENT

THE FORUM IN THE PRESS
Press coverage

Financial Return

4%
15%

11%

11%

39%

In print
On line

In print
On line

Eletronic

Eletronic
46%

85%

The total return on spontaneous media coverage (unpaid) amounted to
approximately R$162, 320.00 (US$39,649), obtained through 26 articles
published up until August 15th, 2019.

Source: InPress

EVENT

THE FORUM IN THE PRESS

O Estado de São Paulo - Coluna Direto da Fonte
impresso e online | 27/07

Meio & Mensagem | 09/08

Propmark | 09/08

EVENT

THE FORUM IN THE PRESS

Meio & Mensagem | 07/08

O Globo - Ancelmo Gois | 07/08 Impresso e online

O Globo - Boa Chance | 11/08

EVENT

THE FORUM ON SOCIAL MEDIA | #forumsim2019

EVENT

THE FORUM ON SOCIAL MEDIA | #forumsim2019

DON’T MISS OUT!

YES TO RACIAL EQUALITY FORUM 2020

NEXT AUGUST
RACIAL EQUALITY IS OUR CAUSE
Sponsor : fale@simaigualdaderacial.com.br
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/ID_BR
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